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Envelope m*A 1 print of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev 1990 January 21
Envelope B 32 prints of scenes of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev, January 21, 1990, and meetings in the Rukh Congress Hall
Envelope C Prints of scenes of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev, January 21, 1990, and meetings in the Rukh Congress Hall
Envelope D 21 prints of Ukrainian independence demonstrations and election rallies 1990 January-March
Envelope E 8 prints of a burial procession of former Ukrainian political prisoners 1989 November 19
Envelope F 29 prints of the damaged Chernobyl Nuclear Plant and demonstrations against operations at the plant 1991-1992
Envelope G 22 prints of a meeting of Ukrainian nationalists 1992 January 28
Envelope H 46 prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations, religious ceremonies, and clergy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 1990
Envelope I 8 prints of demonstrations by Ukrainian miners 1991
Envelope J 43 prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings 1990
Envelope K 167 prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations 1990-1992
Envelope L Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
Envelope M Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
Envelope N Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
Envelope O Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
Envelope P Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
Envelope Q 54 prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings 1992
Envelope R Prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings (continued) 1992
Envelope S 71 prints of Ukrainian government officials, including Leonid Kravchuk 1991-1992
Envelope T Prints of Ukrainian government officials, including Leonid Kravchuk (continued) 1991-1992
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